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ABSTRACT 
 

The academic performance of Iraqi authors and institutions is an important aspect that 
needs to be investigated in the field of research. Special scientific criteria establish a 
researcher's level. These include citations, published articles, and others. In this study, 
the aim is to analyze the academic performance patterns of Iraqi authors and institutions 
in Google Scholar. Collaboration patterns between Iraqi scientists and universities were 
explored using sophisticated data collection and analysis techniques. A crawler that 
worked in parallel with Google Scholar was created with SerpApi, thus collecting 
amounts of scientist profile data stored in MongoDB Atlas. The data were processed 
using Spark within the Amazon Web Services (AWS) Cloud. Complex network analysis 
and Cytoscape software were used to comprehensively investigate the co-authorship 
networks of Iraqi scientists. In addition, a set of complex network criteria was applied to 
reveal patterns of cooperation. After visualizing the network diagram and analyzing the 
relationships between the nodes, the virtual nodes and communities in the network were 
identified, revealing critical insights into the cooperation patterns of Iraqi scientists and 
universities. The results have important implications for research and development 
policies in Iraq and demonstrate the power of complex network analysis to reveal 
valuable insights into academic research collaboration. 

 
Keywords: Bigdata, Parallel scraping, MongoDB, Apatch spark, Collaboration network. 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The growth of the bibliometrics discipline has always depended on the availability of 
large-scale metadata sources about scientific publications. These sources are ultimately 
the raw materials that bibliometrics use to carry out their analyses, so having access to 
them has been essential to developing the field (Delgado et al., 2019). The resurgence 
and increase in interest in the scale of the academic web can be attributed to the 
introduction of academic search engines such as Google Scholar and Microsoft 
Academic Search. These academic search engines aim to index the entirety of 
contemporary academic knowledge. Google Scholar is a search engine that provides 
access to scholarly literature across various disciplines. It indexes articles, theses, and 
conference papers and includes citation data for each item. Researchers can use Google 
Scholar to find articles related to their research, track citations to their work, and create 
profiles to showcase their publications. Google Scholar also offers an API for developers 
to build custom applications that integrate with its data (Orduña et al., 2015). 

A scraper is a software program that automatically extracts data from websites. It can 
extract information like titles, authors, abstracts, and other metadata from Google 
Scholar pages (Azhar et al., 2019). Big data requires specialized tools and techniques to 
process and analyze it effectively. To work with big data, data scientists and engineers 
must have a solid understanding of distributed computing, data processing, and statistical 
analysis. In addition, they must be familiar with big data technologies like Hadoop, Spark, 
and NoSQL databases. Big data also raises ethical concerns around data privacy, security, 
and bias, which must be addressed in any data processing and analysis project; one of  
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this solution is Apache Spark (Ramirez et al., 2018). 
Apache Spark is an open-source distributed computing 

system that allows for the parallel processing of large data 
sets. At the same time, AWS provides cloud-based 
infrastructure for Spark, including managed Spark clusters 
and data warehousing. Using Spark in the AWS cloud 
allows researchers to scale their data processing and 
analysis capabilities on demand without needing expensive 
on-premises hardware. AWS also provides extensive data 
services, like Athena, Redshift, and Kinesis, that can be used 
with Spark to build a complete data processing and analysis 
pipeline (Buyya et al., 2016; Laghari et al., 2022). The 
Spark framework's ability to deliver low latency and high 
throughput for enormous data sets, in comparison to many 
other frameworks, is primarily responsible for the massive 
amount of popularity it has garnered in big data processing 
(Sivarajah et al., 2017; Ali et al., 2023). There are a number 
of things that set it apart from the competition and make it 
desirable from other data mining frameworks. Speed, 
powerful caching, deployment, real-time support, and 
multilingual support are some of the benefits of Spark. 
Using controlled partitioning, Spark speeds up to 100 times 
quicker than Hadoop Map/Reduce (Jaiswal et al., 2020). 
MongoDB is a popular NoSQL database that uses a 
document-oriented data model. It provides scalability, 
flexibility, and ease of storing and managing extensive data. 
MongoDB is commonly used in big data applications 
because it handles unstructured and semi-structured data, 
like documents, images, and videos. MongoDB is also 
highly scalable, allowing users to easily add new nodes to a 
cluster as their data grows. It is used in conjunction with 
other big data technologies, like Hadoop and Spark, to 
provide complete data processing and analysis (Osipov, 
2019; Laghari et al., 2021). 

Moreover, Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon 
EC2) offers scalable computing power in the AWS Cloud. 
Utilizing Amazon EC2 allows for quicker application 
development and deployment because there is no longer a 
requirement to make an upfront hardware investment. Using 
Amazon EC2, virtual servers can be started, security and 
networking can be set up, and storage can be controlled. 
Estimating traffic is unnecessary because scaling up or 
down can accommodate fluctuations in demand or 
popularity (Laghari et al., 2018; Lula et al., 2020). In recent 
years, there has been an increase in interest in technologies 
that are concerned with indexing academic research and 
researchers, including many methodologies to deal with 
managing infrastructure, providing an academic 
environment, and making it a competitive statistical 
platform. Some concerns have been addressed in the 
literature in this context. 

Al Husaeni et al. (2022) presented a comprehensive guide 
to using bibliometric analysis to study digital learning 
articles published before and after the COVID-19 pandemic. 
This research aims to provide a step-by-step guide for using 
bibliometric analysis tools, Vosviewer and Publish or Perish, 
to analyze research publications related to digital learning 

before and after the pandemic. The study uses Google 
Scholar data to identify and analyze relevant publications 
and to visualize co-citation and bibliographic coupling 
networks. The authors present a step-by-step guide to using 
the software tools, including data collection, cleaning, and 
analysis. They also provide practical examples of applying 
the means to analyzing digital learning articles and 
examining patterns of authorship, citation networks, and co-
citation networks. The study results demonstrate the utility 
of Vosviewer and Publish or Perish as powerful tools for 
bibliometric analysis, providing users with a range of 
analytical features to explore patterns in research 
publications and citations. Fujita et al. (2021) proposed a 
new method to identify promising researchers based on the 
analysis of co-authorship networks from academic literature. 
In the study, the authors used network centrality measures 
to evaluate the prominence of individual researchers in a co-
authorship network. They identified the most central 
researchers in the network based on various measures of 
centrality, including degree centrality, betweenness 
centrality, and eigenvector centrality. The study found that 
network centrality measures could effectively identify 
promising researchers who traditional citation-based 
methods might have overlooked. The authors concluded 
that co-authorship network analysis using network 
centrality measures could be a helpful tool for identifying 
good researchers and facilitating collaboration in academic 
communities. Martín-Martín et al. (2018) proposed a novel 
method for depicting academic disciplines using Google 
Scholar Citations data. They argue that traditional 
bibliometric analysis approaches, such as journal impact 
factors, fail to capture the multidisciplinary nature of 
research accurately and can overlook essential connections 
between different fields. To address this issue, the 
researchers propose a new method for analyzing citation 
data from Google Scholar Citations that considers the 
interdisciplinary nature of research. They developed a 
visualization tool called the Academic Disciplines Graph 
(ADG), which uses network analysis to identify clusters of 
related research areas based on citation patterns. The 
researchers demonstrate the utility of their approach by 
applying it to the field of bibliometrics, analyzing the 
citation patterns of articles published in the Journal of 
Informatics. They found that their system identifies a 
broader range of research areas than traditional bibliometric 
methods and provides a more accurate representation of the 
interdisciplinary nature of research. This paper has some 
contributions, as follows: 
1. There is no standard approach for scraping data from 

Google Scholar, and No study was conducted on the 
authors of the Iraqi universities. Therefore, A scraper tool 
that can collect data from Google Scholar using cloud 
computing technologies has been proposed. 

2. This paper shows how to effectively store and process 
data with MongoDB Atlas and Apache Spark on AWS. 
Uses the cloud to achieve scalability, flexibility, and 
availability for managing massive datasets. 
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3. Explores the co-authorship networks of Iraqi scientists 
and universities using Complex network analysis 
techniques and network metrics to find patterns of 
institutional collaboration in Iraq. 

4. In this study, the network of Iraqi authors is built and 
compared to networks found in previously published 
works of literature. demonstrates the location of Iraq's 
university system on a map and how geographic 
distances affect university collaboration. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 

describes the approach followed in performing this research. 
Section 3 presents the obtained results in terms of the 
generated network and discusses the results obtained. 
Finally, this research is concluded in Section 4. 

 
2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 
In this research, we focus on studying patterns of 

collaboration between Iraqi scholars and universities using 
Google Scholar data and complex network analysis. By 
using innovative data collection, processing, and analysis 
techniques, the aim is to shed light on the research landscape 
in Iraq and identify potential areas for collaboration and 
improvement through the following methodology. 

 
2.1 Parallel Scraping, Storage and Processing 

To collect the data, multiple computers are used to 
implement parallel web scraping and store the results in a 
MongoDB Atlas cloud database. VirtualBox is used to 
create three virtual instances of operating systems on each 
computer. Then the necessary dependencies, such as Python 
and any relevant libraries, are installed on each VM, and the 
scraping script is run on each VM independently. First 
designed three Python scripts that worked in parallel to 
crawl into Google Scholar using the SerpApi. The scripts 
were designed to extract author data from their profiles, 
including author names, affiliations, publication titles, h-
index, i10 index, and citations. To ensure that the collected 
data was of high quality and accuracy, several parameters 
were set up to control the crawling process. For example, 
the number of requests per minute is limited to avoid 
overloading the Google Scholar server and to implement a 
delay between each request. After collecting the data, it is 
stored in the Cloud MongoDB Atlas, a cloud-based database 
management system. MongoDB Atlas is chosen because it 
provides high scalability, flexibility, and availability, which 
are crucial for managing large amounts of data. The data of 
the authors collected from Google Scholar using scrapers 
for Iraqi universities amounted to 44,290 authors, and the 
data of the published papers of these authors amounted to 
528,023 research papers, as shown in Fig. 1. The proposed 
algorithm to scrape data from Google Scholar is showed in 
algorithm 1.  

In the MongoDB Atlas cloud, A cluster was constructed 
of three nodes, one master and two workers, to iterate data 
across these nodes to ensure it is always available even if 

one node fails, as shown in Fig. 2. In contrast, storing data 
in a local file is not scalable, secure, or flexible in terms of 
data organization. MongoDB is highly scalable, able to 
handle large amounts of data and high traffic. 
 

Algorithm1: scraping scholarly data (author and article 
information) 
Input: CSV file containing author IDs. 
Output: Author and article information in Cloud 
MongoDB Atlas. 
1. Start 
2. Import the essential libraries, such as Pymongo, 

SerpApi, and Pandas. 
3. Using the connection string that is provided, connect 

to the MongoDB database. 
4. Examine the author IDs in the CSV file. 
5. Remove any null or unnecessary characters from the 

CSV file. 
6. Create an empty DataFrame df to hold the information 

about the retrieved article. 
7. To store the retrieved author data, create an empty 

DataFrame df2. 
8. Go through the appropriate amount of author IDs in 

iterations. 
a Using the current author ID, set the Google 

Scholar author search's engine, author_id, 
number, and Api_key parameters. 

b Carry out the search utilizing the SerpApi library 
and obtain the search outcomes. 

c Take the necessary data, including author and 
article details, out of the search results. 

d Add the DataFrame df2 with the author 
information that was extracted. 

e Add the information from the retrieved article to 
the DataFrame df. 

9. Save the DataFrame df to the "articles.csv" CSV file 
with UTF-8 encoding. 

10. UTF-8 encoding the DataFrame df2 into the CSV file 
"author.csv" 

11. Open DataFrames df and df2 and read the CSV files 
"author.csv" and "articles.csv" into. 

12. Create dictionaries from the DataFrames df and df2. 
13. In the MongoDB database, add the dictionaries to the 

appropriate collections. 
14. End. 

 
Another benefit of storing data in MongoDB is its 

enhanced security features, such as authentication, 
authorization, encryption, and auditing, which protect data 
from unauthorized access or manipulation. Therefore, using 
the MongoDB cloud and cluster to store data provided 
benefits that significantly improved the efficiency and 
security of data management. 

The Spark cluster was placed on the AWS EC2 platform 
to maximize the value of the acquired data, as shown in Fig. 
3. The cluster, comprising a Node Master and two worker 
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nodes, was constructed as shown in Fig. 4 to process the 
acquired data in a distributed and parallel manner. The 
processing phase included cleaning, filtering, transforming, 
and preparing the data. MongoDB's seamless interaction 
with Spark makes a smooth and uninterrupted workflow 
possible, maximizing data transmission potential. By 
utilizing the features of AWS EC2 servers, we were able to 

benefit from the inherent scalability and reliability of a 
cloud platform. This enables cluster resources to be quickly 
scaled based on data volume and computing needs, ensuring 
top performance and affordability. EC2's robust security 
protocols and automated backup systems further ensure the 
safety and integrity of priceless research data. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Scrape data and store it in Mongodb cloud 

 
Fig. 2. MongoDB Atlas cluster in AWS 

 

 
Fig. 3. Run Spark in AWS console 

 

 
Fig. 4. Spark cluster in EC2 
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The carefully planned research methodology, which 
includes the Google Scholar scraper, MongoDB storage, 
and Spark cluster, allows us to extract essential insights 
from enormous amounts of research data. With the help of 
this all-encompassing strategy, it can perform complex 
analyses, detect obscure trends, and provide new research 
results. 

 
2.2 Network Generation 

After collecting the Iraqi authors data from GS, A dataset 
was created from two files: a node and an edge. The node 
file includes information about the collected universities 
and their attributes. The edge file consists of the 
relationships among the universities. The strategy of 
creating edges among universities is based on co-authoring 
papers between the universities. An edge is made between 
two universities if their authors co-authored or collaborated 
on a paper (two authors from different universities have a 
paper in common). The weight of an edge between two 
universities is increased according to the number of papers 
associated with both. This strategy for generating academic 
networks (including nodes and edges) is followed in the 
literature, such as the studies of (Abdullah, 2020; 
Mohammed et al., 2020; Sultan et al., 2020). The proposed 
algorithm for Network Generation as follow: 

 
Algorithm2: Network generation for researcher author 
and co-authors data 
Input:    Researchers names & coauthors data  
Output: CSV File with co-author network generation 
1. Start 
2. Import libraries: Pandas, SerpApi (Google Search) 
3. Open-source CSV files contain author and coauthor 

names as rows for each paper and are saved in a 
DataFrame (df). 

4. Open another CSV file that contains author and 
coauthor names with an ID for each one, and save it in 
another DataFrame (df3). 

5. Create a new empty DataFrame (df2) with the 
column's 'index', 'source', 'target', and weight. 

6. loop through each row and column of df: 
a. Check if the value in the current column exists in 

the 'coauthor names' column of df2. 
i. If yes, get the index of that row and increment 

the 'weight' value by 1. 
ii. If no, add a new row to df2. 

b. Get the index of the row in df3 where the 'names' 
column matches the value in column 'name' for the 
current row in df. 

c. Set the 'source' column and 'target' column of the 
new row to the 'index' value of that row in (df3), 
with the weight' column of the new row set to 1. 

7. Write (df2) to the output CSV file in UTF-8 encoding. 
8. End. 
 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The first step in generating the network starts with 

feeding the Cytoscape software with the dataset (nodes and 
edges). Cytoscape software is used to visualize networks 
and perform network calculations. The main characteristics 
of the Iraqi Co-Authorship Network are presented in Table 
1. The table shows that the number of Iraqi universities 
(collected) is 176, including public and private universities. 
The number of edges is 322, representing the relationships 
among the Iraqi universities. The diameter, the farthest 
distance between two nodes in the network, is 17, 
considered high compared to the network size. It should be 
mentioned that the distance of 17 is the number of steps to 
get between the farthest two universities in Iraq, which is 
significant. This also means there is a lack of collaboration 
among the Iraqi universities. 

The density of the edges in the network is too low 
compared to the size of the network, which also reflects a 
common tendency for collaboration between Iraqi 
universities. On the other hand, the average clustering 
coefficient (Average CC) reflects the tendency of nodes to 
cluster together. This means high levels of Average CC 
represent a high level of collaboration. The value of the 
Average CC should be between 0 and 1. According to Table 
1, the Average CC is too low, confirming the previous 
findings. Also, the average path length of 3.275 ensures the 
results. Fig. 5 shows the visualization of the network. The 
coordinates of each university are projected on the Iraqi map 
to show their exact locations and provide a comprehensive 
view of the Iraqi universities in terms of scientific 
collaboration. In this figure, each university has a different 
color, and the size of the nodes represents the number of 
papers at the university (larger nodes reflect a large number 
of papers). The edges represent the relations between 
universities; thicker edges mean a high level of 
collaboration in authoring papers between two universities. 

And it also showed an important observation: cooperation 
between universities depends on their geographical 
distances; it turns out the universities in the northern areas 
of Iraq have more collaboration between them. Similarly, 
the universities in the middle regions of Iraq have more 
collaborations than other sites in Iraq. This phenomenon can 
be interpreted as an indicator of a problem in the 
collaboration pattern between the Iraqi universities related 
to the geographical area. The Ministry of Higher Education 
and Scientific Research in Iraq should adopt a strategy to 
address this issue and offer additional support for 
collaboration between two universities that are farther apart. 

In addition to the previous findings, the modularity of the 
communities of Iraqi universities is also investigated. The 
modularity of a network reflects the strength of the 
communities in its structure (Tomasini and Menezes, 2015). 
Fig. 6 demonstrates the level of modularity of all the 
communities of the authors in the Iraqi universities. It was 
found that there are a total of 50 university communities in 
Iraq with a maximum modularity level of 0.256, which 
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reflects weak modularity. Moreover, the degree distribution 
of authors represents the frequency of co-authoring papers. 

Fig. 7 depicts a power-law distribution of degrees, which 
means there are a few authors in Iraq who have a high 

frequency of co-authoring papers, with a majority of authors 
who have few collaborations. This finding tells us there is a 
gap between the senior authors and other authors, which 
should be addressed in the community of Iraqi authors. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Visualization of the network 
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Fig. 6. Modularity of all the communities of the authors in 

the Iraqi universities 
 

 
Fig. 7. Power-law distribution of degrees 

 
This work proposes a scraper to retrieve the bibliographic 

information of academic authors from Google Scholar. 
Although the literature includes many methods to scrape 
authors information from online academic sources, the 
proposed method is considered unique because it can be 
performed completely in the cloud. This means researchers 
are able to automate the whole process and eventually 
obtain a dataset that is ready to be visualized, which is an 
important feature to be considered for the proposed scraper. 
Moreover, since Google Scholar is updated on a daily basis, 
the proposed scraper can be adjusted for any institution to 
automatically retrieve their bibliography data periodically 
and investigate the patterns in the data, which makes the 
process easier. 

The generated network of Iraqi authors was benchmarked 
with two similar networks in the literature. Table 2 shows 
that the performance of the Iraqi network of authors has 
close values in terms of the average clustering coefficient 
and the average shortest path length. In fact, the reason 
behind using these metrics is that they can be used to 
compare two networks as a whole. The average clustering 

coefficient is used to measure the tendency of authors to 
collaborate with each other, as shown in the studies 
(Fronczak et al., 2002; Dabdawb and Mahmood, 2021; 
Hammadi et al., 2021). It shows a low tendency for the 
authors to collaborate with each other. The other metric is 
Average Shortest Path Length, which reflects the shortest 
path between authors to collaborate within the network. The 
value of 3.275 is considered acceptable compared to the 
ACM network, which means there are authors who play the 
role of a bridge between the communities of authors, and 
this is clear when observing the Average Clustering 
Coefficient. This metric is proven to be efficient in 
measuring the performance of a network, as shown in 
(Mahmood and Menezes, 2013). Furthermore, other 
network measurements play a significant role in evaluating 
a network. These metrics can also be used to analyze the 
spectral features of a network aiming for a more in-depth 
investigation, such as eigen-centrality, betweenness, and 
eccentricity. However, these kinds of metrics were left for 
future investigations of the network. 

 
4. CONCLUSION 

 
In conclusion, this paper shows the effectiveness of 

cutting-edge data collection and processing techniques in 
addressing complex research subjects. Through integrating 
Python, Spark, complex network analysis, and Cytoscape 
technologies, access to a large amount of data and revealing 
hidden collaboration patterns within the Iraqi academic's 
co-authorship network were achieved. Examining the Iraqi 
Co-Authorship Network reveals critical findings on the 
collaboration patterns among Iraqi institutions. The network, 
which consists of 176 universities, has a lack of 
coordination and sparse connectivity. The network's low 
edge density and high diameter value of 17 indicate limited 
institutional collaboration. 

Additionally, the average clustering coefficient shows 
that there isn't much of a trend for university clusters to 
work together. The network's representation on the Iraqi 
map demonstrates how proximity to one another influences 
collaboration, with colleges in the country's north and center 
exhibiting better links with one another. Examining 
community modularity reveals weak community structures 
among Iraqi universities, displaying a fragmented network. 
The distribution of power-law degrees also points to a 
disparity between senior authors who collaborate frequently 
and those who collaborate less regularly. In conclusion, the 
analysis highlights the importance of addressing the 
collaboration patterns among Iraqi universities. Scholarly 
collaboration could be improved and promoted to promote 
a more unified research community in Iraq by encouraging 
more significant links, both geographically and across 
different levels of authorship. 
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